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BRING IT

HOME
On a global level, tax reform may prove selective and
variable regarding taxable C corporations versus
individual and other noncorporate taxpayers

THE

courage U.S. businesses from shielding taxable
income through low-taxed foreign operations or
investments and instead encourage them to maintain business assets—especially intangible assets—
in the United States while exporting their products
and services. In an increasingly globalized economy,
these shifts in policy have a material impact on
businesses and individuals since key changes in
the act often create contradictory economic incentives for those who transact business internationally.
Overall, the application and interaction of the
numerous changes to the Internal Revenue Code’s
international tax provisions remain unclear in
many important respects, and guidance has been
sporadic at best.
The act attempts to accomplish its objectives
by, among other things, imposing a one-time transition tax on previously deferred foreign income,
a current and on-going tax on certain foreign
income, a tax break for select exports, and limits

Paul Sczudlo is an international tax planning attorney with Withers Bergman, LLP in Century City. He is the current chair
of the Los Angeles branch of the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners, as well as past chair of LACBA’s Taxation
Section and the American Bar Association’s International Private Client Committee. Megan Lisa Jones is a tax attorney
at Clark & Trevithick, A.P.C. who advises on business and estate planning issues. Her practice includes domestic and
international issues.
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KEN CORRAL

Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, 1
signed by President Donald
Trump in December 2017,
now fully in effect, is changing the international
tax system foundationally, adding further complexity in that area. The act professes to transform
the U.S. international taxing system from a global
one—which taxes worldwide income—to a territorial one—which taxes only U.S. source income.
However, the reality is that the new provisions
tax on a quasi-territorial basis at best. Switching
to this hybrid tax system is anticipated to be disruptive, taxing not globally but selectively and,
as written, is complex in application. Practically,
different types of income and taxpayers are now
taxed even more differently than before, and the
contrast is particularly pronounced when comparing taxable C corporations with individual and
other noncorporate taxpayers.
One of the act’s other primary goals is to dis-

on deductions of payments between U.S.
companies and their foreign affiliates.
Major Changes
Historically, the United States taxed worldwide income, meaning U.S. residents and
corporations were taxed on all income
earned globally.2 Whether an individual or
business was subject to U.S. tax on its
global earnings depended on whether the
individual was a U.S. resident and whether
the business entity was organized in the
United States. Key factors in determining
U.S. income tax liability with respect to
international activities of these taxpayers
included the location, type, and frequency
of their business activity; location and type
of business assets; and the source and nature
of their income. Escaping this residencybased regime was not a simple process,
which led to complex tiered-entity structures
generally involving foreign entities.
The related tax rules allowed U.S. corporations to defer payment of tax on
income earned abroad by using foreign
corporations that sheltered this income
from current U.S. taxation.3 Subject to
limited anti-deferral rules (e.g., the Subpart
F rules applicable to controlled foreign
corporation (CFCs) that, though located
abroad, had a certain requisite level of
U.S. shareholder ownership4), the United
States taxed income earned in foreign c
orporations to their U.S. shareholders only
when funds were actually paid out to these
shareholders.5 Thus, active business income earned overseas in a foreign corporation could generally stay there untaxed
until it was brought to the United States.
Additionally, U.S. corporate shareholders
traditionally received a credit for foreign
taxes paid on this distributed income and
thus did not have the income doubletaxed.6
The Subpart F anti-deferral rules caused
certain categories of generally more passive
investment-type income earned abroad by
the CFC to be taxed currently to U.S.
shareholders even when they did not receive
a current distribution of such income.7
The Subpart F rules are among the most
complex in the Internal Revenue Code and
have now taken on a renewed and different
importance. Traditionally, being deemed
Subpart F meant a higher tax rate applied—
even on income that has not been distributed—but Subpart F income now is sometimes ultimately taxed at a lower rate than
that which applies under the new postreform provisions to other types of foreign
income.
The act materially modifies how the
United States now taxes U.S. residents and
corporations, nominally aiming to tax them
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on a territorial basis, meaning that only
U.S.-sourced income is taxed. The act provides incentives to encourage U.S. businesses to keep assets and investments
in the United States rather than abroad.
However, this concept is not consistent
throughout the act, and overseas income
is often taxed currently. Moreover, credits
for foreign tax paid partially or completely
disappear, at times increasing the overall
tax due. Thus, while the underlying concepts of tax reform are straightforward,
as applied in the act, they are not. Furthermore, changes involving the continued
taxation of low-taxed foreign income may
in extreme situations lead to double taxation. This occurs because certain credits
are lost while new taxes are added to
income earned abroad or otherwise connected to a U.S. shareholder.
Dividend-Received Deduction
One of the principal means for creating a
territorial international tax system is an
increased dividend-received deduction
(DRD). The DRD provides for no tax on
a qualifying dividend payment received.
Corporate shareholders who are residents
of the United States traditionally have
received a foreign tax credit for foreign
income taxes that the foreign corporation
paid on distributed profits. This “indirect”
foreign tax credit is now gone.8 While this
deduction provision was meant to eliminate
U.S. taxes on overseas earnings, as written
it has a narrow impact and some of its
benefit is overridden by other provisions
of the act.
A 10-percent U.S. corporate shareholder
now gets a DRD for the full foreign-source
portion of a dividend it receives; thus, it
pays no U.S. tax on the actual dividend
distribution.9 This change essentially means
that a 10-percent U.S. corporate shareholder’s dividend income earned outside
the United States is not taxed in the United
States. A tax credit basically ensures that
no double tax is paid in different countries
on the same income. With the indirect
foreign-tax credit eliminated, the excluded
dividends cannot be taken into account
when computing a U.S. shareholder’s foreign tax credit limitation.10 Further, no
deductions for foreign withholding taxes
on the distribution can be taken.11 Only
narrow types of earnings fall within this
deduction provision, and a minimum 366day holding period applies.12 Thus, many
prior advantageous tax provisions no
longer apply for a large number of shareholders.
Additionally, the scope of this new “territorial” tax system is very limited. The
DRD deduction does not apply if the for-

eign company is a CFC, restricting who
benefits from this deduction. The territorial
tax system is entirely a C corporation concept. Therefore, S corporations, individuals,
and other noncorporate taxpayers are not
eligible to receive the DRD deduction and
will still pay their normal tax rate on any
distributions. The effective date relates to
distributions after December 31, 2017.
Transition Tax
The act imposes new taxes on foreign
income that are inconsistent with a purely
territorial system. One of the most immediate impacts of the act is a one-time
“transition tax” on foreign earnings retained abroad and not yet subject to U.S.
tax.13 The transition tax is a tax payment
on earnings held overseas and not yet subject to U.S. tax; thus, it is levied on shareholders of a deferred foreign income corporation. The financial impact of this
transition tax is material. Roughly $2.6
trillion of deferred earnings, depending on
estimates, have been kept overseas to avoid
U.S. taxation.14 The intent behind the legislation seems to be that these earnings,
once taxed, can then enter the United States
to be used for investment and growth here.
These foreign earnings, which are earned
indirectly through “specified foreign corporations”15 retained offshore and not distributed by January 1, 2018, and not yet
taxed by the United States, now get collectively taxed.16 This income will be taxed
to corporations at a 15.5 percent rate on
cash and cash equivalents, and at 8 percent
on less liquid assets (for individuals and
other noncorporate U.S. taxpayers, at 17.5
and 9.05 percent, respectively,17 with S
corporations being curiously alone in their
ability to elect to defer this income acceleration).18
Shareholders are able to elect to pay
the tax over eight years.19 The deferred
foreign income is the greater amount of
such income as determined as of November
2, 2017, or, alternatively, as of December
31, 2017, (curiously without referring to
the end of the fiscal year date of foreign
corporations with noncalendar fiscal years).
Payment of the elected transition tax installments is accelerated if a taxpayer pays late,
or sells or substantially liquidates the corporation. This concept is similar to acceleration on sale clauses in shareholder or
employment contracts.
Specified foreign corporations whose
shareholders are subject to the transition
tax include CFCs and any other foreign
corporation that has one or more U.S. corporations, which is a defined U.S. shareholder (i.e., owning directly, indirectly, or
by attribution 10 percent by vote or value

of the foreign corporation).20 But once
there is a specified foreign corporation, all
such U.S. shareholders—whether corporate
or noncorporate domestic shareholders—
are taxable on their pro rata shares of the
specified corporation’s deferred, accumulated foreign income at the aforementioned
rates. Once taxed, the foreign corporation’s
distribution of these accumulated earnings
avoids taxation a second time upon its distribution as previously taxed income.21
Previously taxed income is an amount
earned that has already been deemed to
have been taxed by the United States
(regardless of whether it was actually distributed) and, thus, will not again be subject
to U.S. tax.
A domestic corporation receives an indirect foreign tax credit for the foreign corporation’s foreign income taxes associated
with the taxable percentage of the accumulated earnings,22 but a noncorporate
taxpayer does not. As a result, noncorporate taxpayers could now have much larger
transition tax bills since they cannot offset
U.S. tax due with any credits for tax paid
overseas. Noncorporate U.S. shareholders,
therefore, may want to consider whether
they want to elect to be treated as corporate
shareholders in order to access the indirect
foreign tax credit.23 By so electing, these

individuals will forego having future distributions from the foreign corporation
treated as excluded previously taxed
income. Still unclear is whether this election—letting individuals be taxed as corporations to lower their overall tax rate—
is possible.
Practically speaking, it will be difficult
for corporations to minimize this transition
tax, especially given that the effective date
makes it applicable to tax years ending on
or after December 31, 2017. Corporations
must decide how to account for this potentially large tax liability in an effort to minimize the impact on current earnings for
financial reporting purposes. The Internal
Revenue Service has released guidance covering certain aspects of IRC Section 965,24
but material aspects are still unclear.
Increasingly, delayed guidance is a complication when the taxpayer is attempting
to comply but gets caught up trying to
interpret new provisions of the act.
GILTI
The act adds a new tax, under the global
intangible low-taxed income (GILTI) provisions,25 that provides a minimum tax on
certain types of foreign income earned by
a CFC after allowing for a 10-percent
return on specified assets. Thus, income

does not escape immediate U.S. tax, even
though it is taxed favorably. This provision
of the act’s new international tax rules is
intended to bring low-taxed offshore
income into the U.S. tax base rather than
having it be excluded as a result of the
DRD deduction. The effect of the GILTI
provisions is to make the new international
tax regime at best a quasi-territorial tax
system.26 Practically speaking, income that
is earned overseas is still being subject to
partial U.S. tax.
A new category of currently taxed
Subpart F income created under the act,
GILTI is essentially income of a CFC that
exceeds a nominal return of 10 percent on
tangible assets.27 The 10-percent return
that is calculated on the aggregate adjusted
tax base of the CFC’s tangible assets—but
not its intangible assets—is first allowed,
and, then, any excess return over this 10percent level of return becomes an additional Subpart F inclusion.28 A U.S. corporation, including GILTI, receives a
deemed foreign tax credit based on foreign
taxes paid by the CFC on this income.29
The deemed foreign tax credit is subject
to an 80-percent limitation30 and is only
partially creditable. Thus, even high-taxed
foreign income is subject to U.S. taxation
if it exceeds the threshold of 10-percent
of tangible assets.
A minimum tax is imposed by GILTI
on a U.S. shareholder’s share of the CFC’s
active earnings that qualified for deferral
under previous law but were subject to
full taxation (after the indirect foreign tax
credit, which avoided double taxation)
upon repatriation (or deemed repatriation
under the transition tax). Related amounts
are calculated on a global—not territorial—basis. A U.S. shareholder of a CFC
includes in income its GILTI as part of its
Subpart F income. Timing differences
between U.S. and foreign laws can result
in recognizing GILTI for U.S. tax purposes
before foreign tax credits for foreign taxes
paid on the income are available, potentially
resulting in a double tax, even without
regard to the 80-percent limit on the foreign
tax credit. Further, an individual or other
noncorporate CFC shareholder is taxed
on his or her share of GILTI at ordinary
tax rates without the benefit of the 50percent deduction of foreign-derived intangible income (FDII). This also results in a
preferential rate for corporate shareholders,
with individuals and pass-through entities
not getting an equivalent break.
FDII
The FDII provisions establish a tax break
for services and intangible derived income
earned from overseas sales by U.S. corpoLos Angeles Lawyer September 2018 25

rations. The act provides, in effect, significant tax breaks to domestic corporations’
earnings from offshore exports of tangible
and intangible assets, foreign services, and
other specified foreign income. FDII, despite
its name, is not directly traced to intangible
assets. Rather, in broad terms, a U.S. corporation, with foreign sales and/or providing services to persons outside the U.S.,
computes a deemed tangible income return
by multiplying the adjusted basis of its
depreciable business property by 10 percent. This net deemed tangible return is
the same 10 percent as computed under
GILTI. The resulting amount is deducted
from the corporation’s defined total income
to arrive at the deemed intangible income.
The deemed intangible income is then allocated to arrive at foreign derived intangible
income, which is based on the ratio of net
income from foreign sales and services to
total net income (in both cases excluding
Subpart F income, dividends, and certain
other items). Thus, FDII is based on income
from the sale of property (including leases
and licenses) to foreign individuals for their
use, disposition, or consumption outside
of the United States and services performed
by a person or for property outside the
United States.31 A U.S. corporation includes
FDII in gross income and then takes a
related deduction. 32
Specifically, a U.S. corporation—but
not a noncorporate taxpayer—gets a deduction related to these types of income after
December 31, 2017, and on or before
December 31, 2025, which equals the sum
of 50 percent of its GILTI (including the
IRC Section 78 gross-up for its deemedpaid foreign taxes under the Subpart F
rules indirect-foreign tax credit)33 and 37.5
percent of the FDII.34 For tax years after
2025, the deduction percentages are reduced to 37.5 percent for GILTI and
21.875 percent for FDII.35 The effective
corporate tax rate on GILTI is thus 10.5
percent (based on the 50-percent deduction)
until 2025 and 13.125 percent after that
(based on a 37.5-percent deduction), while
the effective tax rate on FDII is 13.125
percent through 2025 and 16.406 percent
thereafter.36 The FDII- and GILTI-related
deductions, as calculated, cannot exceed
the corporation’s taxable income.37 Overall,
these provisions ensure that certain shareholders will receive preferential treatment
on certain types of foreign-related income.
Given that many multinational businesses
are no longer heavy on tangible assets,
how these provisions impact any given
taxpayer may vary greatly.
These two categories—GILTI and
FDII—not only complicate tax calculations but also ensure that a U.S. tax is
26 Los Angeles Lawyer September 2018

paid, however not without controversy.
As noted above, domestic corporations
can deduct 37.5 percent of their earned
offshore FDII. 38 This income includes
services provided to those outside the
United States and sales of property abroad
for use outside the United States39 As a
result of this deduction, a corporate tax
rate of 13.125 percent (i.e., 62.5 percent
of 21 percent) is assessed against a domestic corporation’s exports, which provides
a substantial indirect export subsidy for
U.S. services and product exports. This
effect has not gone unnoticed by major
U.S. trading partners, the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development and the World Trade Organization.
Consequently, retaliatory responses from
our foreign trading partners are brewing.
BEAT and Hybrid Transactions
The act has additional provisions to ensure
that income relating to foreign operations
does not inappropriately reduce U.S. taxation, again a worldwide income taxation
concept, not a territorial one. These provisions are aimed at ensuring that larger
corporations can no longer use excessive
deductions for expenses paid to related
foreign entities to reduce U.S. tax.
The base erosion anti-abuse tax (BEAT)
addresses, and potentially limits, outbound
payments and is meant to prevent earnings-stripping through foreign affiliates.40
Earnings-stripping entails a U.S. company
using deductible expenses, such as interest,
with impunity to effectively lower its U.S.
tax payments. With BEAT, large multinationals are more limited in their ability to
make intercompany payments to reduce
U.S. tax.
BEAT can generate additional tax liability by limiting the deductibility of certain
payments between a U.S. subsidiary and
a related foreign entity.41 The types of
payments between the related parties that
are limited by BEAT include interest, royalties, rents, service fees, the acquisition
of property from a related party subject
to depreciation or amortization, a premium paid among related parties for reinsurance payments, and the cost of goods
sold for a company that inverted to become foreign after November 9, 2017.42
An inversion occurs when a U.S. and foreign corporation merge, with the place of
incorporation for the combined company
becoming that of the foreign entity, which
typically has a lower tax rate. Under the
act, the cost of doing business between
related entities is now higher. However,
to the extent that full—generally 30-percent—foreign tax withholding is imposed
on a base erosion tax payment, the BEAT

limitations do not apply.43
To calculate the tax due, the related
party payments are added back to income,
which is then subjected to BEAT to impose
a minimum tax liability upon the offending
domestic corporation. This tax is imposed
at a 10-percent rate (5-percent for the first
taxable year beginning in 2018) upon the
taxpayer’s so-modified taxable income,
reduced by its adjusted regular tax liability.44 There is no BEAT liability if the domestic corporation’s regular tax liability
exceeds its 10-percent BEAT tax.
A minimum tax triggered by certain
related-party deductible payments, BEAT
creates the possibility of a double tax: taxation in full in the recipient’s jurisdiction
without allowing for a full deduction in
the United States. Still, it only applies to
taxpayers with annual gross receipts of
$500 million or more45 and related party
deductible payments equaling over three
percent of overall deductions.46 No grandfathering provisions appear available to
protect current related party payments
under pre-act transactions or structures.
In addition to the BEAT limitations,
the IRC now provides that no deduction
is allowed for any “disqualified” related
party amount paid or accrued as part of a
hybrid transaction or for any such payment
by or to a hybrid entity.47 Related party
amounts, thus disqualified, include those
interest or royalty payments for which
there is no income inclusion to the related
party under local, foreign law or when the
related party is allowed an offsetting deduction under local, foreign law.48 A hybrid
transaction is one treated differently for
U.S. versus foreign tax purposes. Specifically it is a transaction or other arrangement generating interest or royalties under
U.S. tax law but not interest or royalties
to the payment’s recipient under the laws
of the country in which they are subject
to tax.49 A hybrid entity is one treated as
either transparent for U.S. tax purposes or
as transparent under the laws of its country
of residence for tax purposes but not under
both sets of laws.50 Thus, when companies
are operating in multiple jurisdictions, they
may now end up paying a tax price, previously avoided under creative foreign,
hybrid structures.
Attribution Rule Changes
Another international tax change under
the act affects the attribution rules that
control who is considered a U.S. shareholder of a CFC. More taxpayers will now
be subject to U.S. tax on a CFC’s Subpart
F income even when they do not receive
any actual payments. The act repealed IRC
Section 958(b)(4), which prohibited so-

called “downward entity attribution.”51
This change essentially alters the ownership attribution rules used to determine
if stock of a foreign corporation owned
by a foreign person is attributed to a related U.S. person for purposes of deciding
if the foreign corporation is a CFC for
U.S. tax purposes.52 Coupled with the
change of the definition of a U.S. shareholder,53 this attribution rule change now
requires downward attribution of shares
in a foreign corporation to partnerships,
estates, certain trusts, and corporations
from their foreign interest-holders.
As a result of the foreign corporation
becoming a CFC, or a U.S. interest-holder’s
becoming a U.S. shareholder of the CFC—
due to the new attribution rule—U.S. taxpayers may need to pay U.S. tax on the
foreign corporation’s Subpart F income,
including GILTI. However, this attribution
only applies for purposes of determining
if a foreign corporation is a CFC. The
CFC’s Subpart F income, which a U.S.
shareholder must include in gross income,
is still determined based on direct or indirect
ownership of the CFC, without the new
downward attribution rules being applied.
Previously, U.S. shareholders only indirectly
tied to other owners or entities could more
easily avoid CFC status thereby being subject to the U.S. Subpart F taxation regime.
The changes are also retroactive.54 The
amendments to Section 958(b) apply starting with the last taxable year beginning
before January 1, 2018, or, for a calendar
year foreign corporation, its 2017 tax year.
One perceived abuse that the repeal of
Section 958(b)(4) was intended to address
concerned the situation in which a wholly
owned domestic subsidiary and its foreign
parent corporation each own 50 percent
of another foreign corporation. Prior to
the repeal, the other foreign corporation
was not a CFC as to the domestic subsidiary. After the repeal, there is downward
attribution to the domestic corporation of
the parent’s stock in the other foreign corporation, so as to increase the domestic
subsidiary’s ownership of the other foreign
corporation to 100 percent, thereby causing
the other foreign corporation to become a
CFC.
This change does not necessarily subject
the U.S. shareholder to U.S. tax on the
CFC’s foreign earnings. Rather, the U.S.
shareholder must directly or indirectly own
stock for it to include in gross income a
share of the CFC’s Subpart F income.55
Thus, in the example above, the domestic
subsidiary must treat the other foreign corporation as a CFC, but it still will pick up
only 50 percent of the other foreign corporation’s CFC income, including its 50

percent share of the other foreign corporation’s GILTI income. Again, whether a
U.S. taxpayer will need to pay tax on
income from overseas, whether directly or
indirectly tied to that taxpayer, has become
a more fact-specific determination.
Additionally, the repeal of the prohibition on downward entity attribution
could also subject U.S. taxpayers to the
act’s transition tax. As a result of the
downward attribution of foreign-company
shares, a foreign company that was not
previously a CFC can become one. Overall,
potentially more complexity and more tax
due will attach to taxpayers who formerly
were outside the reach of the Subpart F
rules.
These international tax provisions obviously cross practice areas, impacting corporate, noncorporate, and even largely
domestic taxpayers. Due to the interrelationship among the changes to both international and domestic tax provisions, how
major business enterprises and sophisticated individuals structure their holdings
should now receive careful review in light
of the dramatically changed advantages
and disadvantages of different structuring
options. Since the act applies policy in
complex ways, tax professionals can prospectively utilize the new provisions to their
clients’ benefit. However, given the new
provisions’ potentially wide-ranging impact
and uncertain application, those engaged
in international transactions should be
careful when making planning decisions.
The amorphous nature of the new provisions require that regulations and more
guidance are urgently needed to clarify
their application. Meanwhile, clients should
be advised of the complexities and uncertainties related to the application of the
act’s international provisions. Expert tax
advice has become even more key when
dealing with international tax issues, both
on an individual and corporate level. n
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